
Tools that learn
Nando de Freitas and many DeepMind colleagues



Learning slow to learn fast

● Infants are endowed with systems of 
core knowledge for reasoning about 
objects, actions, number, space, and 
social interactions [eg E. Spelke].

● The slow learning process of evolution 
led to the emergence of components that 
enable fast and varied forms of learning.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B3YnipyY7o2cRnRPLUQ4U1Byak0/preview


Harlow showed a monkey 2 visually contrasting objects. One covering food, the 
other nothing. The monkey chose between the 2. The process continued for a set 
number of trials using the same 2 objects, then again with 2 different objects.

Harlow (1949), Jane Wang et al (2016)
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Harlow showed a monkey 2 visually contrasting objects. One covering food, the 
other nothing. The monkey chose between the 2. The process continued for a set 
number of trials using the same 2 objects, then again with 2 different objects.

Harlow (1949), Jane Wang et al (2016)

Eventually, when 2 new objects were presented, the monkey’s first choice between 
them was arbitrary. But after observing the outcome of the first choice, the monkey 
would subsequently always choose the right one.
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Learning to learn is intimately related to few shot learning

Brenden Lake et al (2016)  Adam 
Santoro et al (2016)
… Hugo Larochelle, Chelsea Finn, and 
many others

● Challenge: how can a neural net 
learn from few examples?

● Answer: Learn a model that 
expects a few data at test time, 
and knows how to capitalize on 
this data.



Learn to experiment



                       Before learning                                            After learning

Agent learns to solve bandit problems with meta RL  

Misha Denil, Pulkit Agrawal, Tejas Kulkarni, Tom Erez, Peter Battaglia, NdF (2017)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bWhdzr0J-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gs7mWG2sjUU


Learn to optimize



Neural Bayesian optimization

Yutian Chen, Matthew Hoffman, Sergio Gomez, 
Misha Denil, Timothy Lillicrap, Matt Botvinick, NdF (2017)



Transfer to hyper-parameter optimization in ML 



Learning to learn by gradient descent
                               by gradient descent 

Marcin Andrychowicz, Misha Denil, Sergio Gomez, Matthew 
Hoffman, David Pfau, Tom Schaul, Brendan Shillingford, 
NdF (2016)



Few-shot learning to learn  

Sachin Ravi, Hugo 
Larochelle (2017)



Architecture search  

Barret Zoph and 
Quoc Le (2017)



Learn to program



Networks programming other networks

McClelland, Rumelhart and Hinton (1987) 



NPI – a net with recursion that learns a finite set of programs
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Reed and NdF [2016]



Multi-task: Same network and same core parameters



Meta-learning: Learning new programs with a fixed NPI core

• Maximum-finding in an array. Simple solution: Call BUBBLESORT and then 
take the rightmost element. 

• Learn the new program by backpropagation with the NPI core and all other 
parameters fixed.



Learn to imitate



Yutian Chen et al

Few-shot text to speech



Yutian Chen et al

Same Adaptation Applies to WaveRNN

Adapt

WaveRNN

● Few-shot WaveNet and WaveRNN achieve the same sample quality (with 5 minutes) 
as the model trained from scratch with 4 hours of data.



Yan Duan, Marcin Andrychowicz, 
Bradly Stadie, Jonathan Ho, Jonas 
Schneider, Ilya Sutskever, Pieter 
Abbeel, Wojciech Zaremba (2017)

One-shot imitation learning

Ziyu Wang, Josh Merel, 
Scott Reed, Greg Wayne, 
NdF, Nicolas Heess (2017)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMZwkIjZzCM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaohsyUxpxw&t=8


One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

One-Shot Imitation Learning

Demonstration Policy

Other works
Completing tasks
Diversity of objects

Our work
Closely mimicking motions
Diversity of motion
Completing tasks

(Yu & Finn et al 2018)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.01557


One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

Over Imitation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1m5de8H-vOvyL0NWXPdsvgyJ0MwWe-XP5/preview


One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

MetaMimic: One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation

27

Imitation policy on
training demonstrations

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pRtS0Mj6zyzbNldbNzFHxahCp3hrOcCb/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Z0TP_tsRuH4JtYjr9dk_1sUlsgmTOIf_/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1okkPw_gY4AD-OH9AnySf40oeX2utBtzY/preview


One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

Important: Generalize to new trajectories

Imitation policy on
unseen demonstrations

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XzZFlijh3tsSFlKD7XHTH5zn27K_XHW0/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VXpSPNoNk95SzKkfNHTfsWQKMgoKE1Jb/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1l0654gRtQ6jc57I-z7mZUgM1E9vPSqU7/preview


One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

Massive deep nets are essential for generalization
And Yes!!! They can be trained with RL



One-Shot High-Fidelity Imitation — Tom Le Paine & Sergio Gómez Colmenarejo

MetaMimic Can Learn to Solve Tasks More Quickly
Thanks to a Rich Replay Memory Obtained by 

High-Fidelity Imitation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kXqZ2pJjTHFe6ZNGLMm4ycilZJ-WO3EM/preview



